
Manifesting with Flow Energy 
This is my mini-guide to how I manifest BIG with  feminine or flow energy! Flow

energy has allowed to the call in things effortlessly while also healing limiting

beliefs and releasing self sabotage.  

Being able to receive is hard for many of us! But it essentially means
surrendering and letting things flow to us without resistance. It is one of the
hardest things to shift but start by noting things in your life that are difficult
and then make a list of things that will make it easier. Once you have
identified that now see in what ways in your life are you blocking help. This
blocked energy manifests in other aspects of our lives, so you need to
change it if you want to manifest successfully and largely. 

Step One: Shadow Work

You have to do your shadow work when it comes to manifesting or being
able to receive! Healing is shadow work. You need to get to core of what your
mindset is, your limitations, and your beliefs 

Step Two: Embracing the Shadow 

Once you have identified the shadow work you need to work through you
can embrace it or release it. Embracing it means shifting the narrative so that
it serves you. Releasing it, means finally letting it go so it no longer hinders
you. (guide on page two) 

Step Three: Recieving  

Step Four: Acceptance  

This taps into letting things flow and KNOWING it is going to happen. You are
accepting that the universe and flow energy is going to provide, without
limiting yourself. 
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Manifesting with FLOW

Energy 

Shadow Work Call In
I use this outline for myself and in my 1:1 coaching to start with shadow work
since it can sometimes seem overwhelming. This breaks it up so you can
easily process and feel set up for success to work on it!
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